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Northern Tier Network Consortium
Annual and Steering Committee meetings
Missoula, MT
July 17-18, 2017
NTNC Steering Committee Meeting
2017-07-17
Present:
Valerie Crepeau U-MT; Bob Stovall MI-Merit; Sasi Pillay WSU; Karl Kowalski AK System; Rob Vietzke
Internet2; Linda Roos Internet2; Kim Owen NDSU; Steve Fleagle U-IA; Steve Menken OR-NERO; Matt Riley
U-MT; Marc Wallman NDSU; Jonah Keogh PNWGP; Dave Lois WI-Wiscnet; Greg Gray U-NE; Ryan
Knutson SDSU; Roberta Ambur USD; Bryce Nordgren MT-USFS; Bruce Curtis NDSU.
Meetings were convened for both the Steering and Technical committees.
President Matt Riley provided overview/updates/housekeeping items for the agenda
1. PNWGP/N13 update
• N13 is now working with their legal counsel for final review
• Technical activities: plan to get a lot done prior to cold weather this fall
2. Global Summit meeting – Internet2 updates
• Leadership change: new President and CEO Howard Pfeffer started in June.
• Long term strategic planning looks to spend 2018 piloting community initiatives:
o Coordination with commercial sector
o SDN upgrades
o Smartedge/DTN/perfSONAR
• Consensus that the pilot concept is a good one and NTNC may be interested in participating.
• Southeast U.S. region is planning to announce a similar R&E build to that of NTN.
3. NTNC strategic planning:
• In alignment to Internet2: continue research on options to secure the future of the NTN; stay open to
options that will allow NTN to build out the path with a fiber footprint similar to that of Internet2;
continued assurance from Internet2 that anyone in NTN has the ability to connect to Internet2 at the
same rate as anyone else.
• Plan to invite or meet with Internet2 CIO at winter or annual meeting in 2018.
• Continue exploring resources that can support the expansion of North/south paths.
• Develop a ‘research platform’ for the NTN: purpose to fulfill needs of NTN institutions and research
centers.
4. SWOT analysis / strategies
• Value proposition: articulate the demand for NTN services and resources to further motivate activity.
• Consider the following:
o Explore models employed by other RONs: peering services where participating institutions are in
the same rack and benefit by good support from across participating institutions to keep things
running smoothly. For Big 10 schools, these resources are used by more than 150 content
providers and a majority of traffic is via peering. Providers like Amazon and Google provide
research peering.
o NTN would need to upgrade capacity to meet this type of demand. North Dakota is the only state
in the NTNC that does not allow peering. For many states, access to the Big 10 network is a key
driver to expand access to resources for both academics and research.
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o Increase NTNC membership in order to increase assets that can be used to fund special
initiatives. A model would need to be developed to allow equal access, where outcome-based
objectives would focus on benefits across the larger group. Special initiatives include
strengthening engagement with community anchor institutions and Tribal colleges.
o Strengthen partnerships at the regional level to keep the organization as a whole stronger,
resulting in access to more services and resources, more negotiating power with vendors, etc.
o Consider budgeting for: outreach and training, impact studies, partnership activities.
NTNC Annual Meeting
2017-07-18
Present:
Bryce Nordgren USFS at U-MT; Michael Millikin, MI Merit; Sasi Pillay, WSU; Karl Kowalski, U-AK System;
Bob Stovall, MI Merit; Kim Owen, NDSU; Dave Farmer, U-MN; Linda Roos, Internet2; Jonah Keogh,
PNWGP; Steve Fleagle, U-IA; Rob Vietzke, Internet2; Stan Harris, U-MT; Dick Thompson, U-MT; Bruce
Curtis, NDSU; Steve Sobiech, NDSU; Marc Wallman, NDSU; Steve Menken, U-OR/NERO; Dave Lois,
WI/Wiscnet; Jeff Mahlum, SD; Ryan Knutson, SDSU; Roberta Ambur, USD; Greg Gray, U-NE; Valerie
Crepeau, U-MT; Matt Riley, U-MT
Greg Hess, MSU.
1. President Matt Riley opened the meeting with an outline of the agenda and participant introductions.
2. Meeting minutes and Financial report were approved as read.
• Current balance as of June 30, 2017: $194,465
• Steering committee discussed potential uses for the reserved funds, dedicating funds for specific areas,
recognizing that more programs equals more formalized processes and increased oversight.
3. Steering Committee and Technical Committee reports were provided:
• Steering committee:
o SWOT analysis update and next steps
o Winter steering committee meeting possibly to be located at Internet2 offices in Washington D.C.,
with invitation to new Internet2 CEO Howard Pfeffer to join us.
o Location for annual meeting 2018 include Alaska, Seattle, Duluth/Superior, Green Bay and Fargo.
• Technical committee reported on progress of ND/SD discussions on path options as part of planned
100G upgrades.
4. Internet2 update provided by Rob Vietzke and Linda Roos.
• Internet2 is moving into the next phase of long term strategic planning with potential to include the
following:
o Community sourced resources: invite institutions who are looking to do some of this work anyway
to consider working on behalf of the full community with some support from Internet2. Examples
include end-to-end service provisioning, operations and business model, getting from the campus to
campus through the regional network; emergence for compute storage at the edge (using Transfer
Node, perSONAR, etc).
o Communication with regionals going forward will clarify and identify potential project partners.
o Exploring options for fiber on the NTN path.
• Regional/Connectors meeting planned for January 2018 to refine proof of concept and related technical
tasks.
5. PNWGP update provided by Jonah Keogh
• Status of the amended NTN operating agreement with N13. The new agreement will ensure continuance
of the original 2008 IRU on the ATT fiber at those prices, and also increase capacity to 100G from
Spokane to Mpls. NTNC will retain the ability to increase capacity as needed.
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6. NTNC map updates to include OR and updates to individual networks for Merit, WA, SD, WY
7. Use Case Presentation: USFS/U-MT partnership by Bryce Nordgren, USFS Physical Scientist – Fire, Fuel
and Smoke Science and Matt Riley, U-MT CIO.
• Project overview: USFS falls under the USDA Enterprise agreement with Internet2. Sites across U.S.
are now connected, served by the institutions with which they are co-located, who are the sponsoring
Internet2 members. The MT project has demonstrated the value of R&E network access especially
around data/compute volume.
8. SWOT analysis and strategies revisited
• Opportunities:
o Economic driver
o Leveraging partnerships to ensure a voice in the national conversation
o More opportunities for fiber across the path and in each state
o Refine articulated message on the demand for this path
• Threats:
o Relevance and political volatility both individually and nationally impacts funding certainty at the
state and regional levels.
o Industry threats: strengthen/articulate the message on the value that sets R&E networks apart from
commercial services
• Strategies for Strengths/Opportunities: Explore potential for new initiatives, possible grant proposals in
NTNC context:
o Case studies – expand on a local initiative that can be applied across the NTNC;
o Peering – explore potential to offer similar service as the Big Ten peering service where over 150
content providers use the service. All the big 10 schools are in the same rack and collaborative
partnership keeps things running smoothly, the big ten schools send a majority of their traffic via the
peering (70% +).
o Providers like Amazon and Google provide research peering. The biggest challenges to develop a
similar model like this for the NTN is the traffic and a big enough pipe to go that distance. North
Dakota is the only state that does not allow peering; in other states the access for the Big 10 network
is a key driver for research, academics, economy and tech transfer.
o Increase membership in order to increase assets that can be used to fund special initiatives. Develop
a model with outcome-based objectives that address equal access, and result in benefits across the
larger group. Considerations to include leveraging needs of rural areas, strengthen engagement of
Tribal Colleges, and NTNC support for the cost to hire a position dedicated to these tasks.
o ACTION: Special Initiatives working group (Owen, Stovall, Lois) to develop a proposal and
budget for approval at the winter meeting. Explore potential to partner with AIHEC on annual
conference activity. Consider budgeting for training for NTNC members and local staff;
synergistic activities with neighboring R&E networks.
o ACTION: Infrastructure working group (Pillay, Fleagle, Gray; Stovall to join committee as
needed) to describe what we know, what is being used, other entities where we can acquire
infrastructure from and those we can tie to; keeping in mind the timetable of current assets and
when they expire; articulate the needs of the NTNC with the intent to articulate our needs to
Internet2 and others; consider impact study (R&E, NTN).
o Reference original report from Victor Braud on fiber impact study, 2007 to be used as reference.
(see email 2017-07-21)
o Provide information for winter meeting of steering committee
9. Weaknesses - work to clarify and strengthen the following:
• Issues of ambiguity in purpose and strategy
• Resource constraints
• Vast geography
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10. NTNC alignment to Internet2 strategic planning: Explore opportunities for NTNC to engage in Internet2
proof-of-concepts initiative.
• Ex: perSONAR end to end, others…
• Internet2 principals meeting in January 2018 – will focus on choosing the proof-of-concept projects as
described earlier.
• ACTION: NTNC exec team to develop proposal for winter steering committee to include the following:
budget and project details; call for proposals to NTNC membership for projects that could be supported
by NTNC with the purpose of serving the larger NTNC community.
11. Strengths: collaborative culture, diversity of members, collective knowledge
• Consider inviting an external consultant/facilitator to come in and lead us through the SWOT to help
direct our focus on how to move forward
o Consensus: agree to find someone, consider inviting to winter steering committee located in D.C.
12. Peering by NTNC members:
• Most NTNC states are peering in order to leverage regional resources. North Dakota is not, bound by
state law.
• Technical context: bring the proposed use case to a tech team consisting of representatives from NTNC
member institutions so they understand what it is to be used for, then the tech team can determine
what/how peering will best serve that need and move forward accordingly.
o Could put existing services into an encapsulated service in order to align to local/state requirements,
satisfying both technical and state laws.
o How to move forward? Since many NTNC members already use peering, could NTNC made this
into a project?
o ACTION: NTNC to provide assistance to Internet2 to develop survey to use with NTNC members to
determine how peering could be developed to benefit all members. (NTNC members to assist
Internet2: Dave F., others?)
13. Other comments based on the SWOT results?
• Good productive step
14. State Reports submitted for these minutes are compiled and included at the end of this document.
15. NTNC voted on the executive committee for FY18. Vice President Roberta Ambur previously withdrew
from her position as Vice President, leaving that position vacant.
• President: Matt Riley
• Vice President: Marc Wallman
• Secretary: Kim Owen
16. Meeting adjourned.
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Regional Collaborations
MiLR-Merit
• Need to replace or renew fiber
IRUs by 2024.
• Current optical systems operate
independently
• Options are being reviewed
• Merging of optical systems
• Fiber IRU extension or
replacement

NETWORK
Initiatives
ü MISEN K-12 private network
substantially completed
ü West Michigan datacenter
and network colocation site
readied
ü Internet service back to
Michigan
ü Grand Rapids
ü Detroit

Last Mile Wireless
APPLICATIONS

• WILMA Project – Quilt
• Wireless Innovation for Last Mile
Access study completed with 6 state
R&E networks

• TVWS
• NMU Educational Access
Network
• Goals
• Alleviate the “homework gap”
• Telemedicine for homebound patients
• Public safety initiatives like hotspots for
first responders
• DNR and environmental research

SECURITY
PROGRESS

ü DDoS implemented on our backbone core
and made available to member institutions
in shared risk pool model
ü CISO professional service program launched
ü Managed firewall service launched
ü Regional Cybersecurity Education
Collaborative (RCEC)
ü Governor’s High School Cyber Challenge
contest successful

DDoS Mitigation

THREAT MITIGATION SERVICE

Internet

AT&T
Mitigation
Service
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Telia
2 x 10 gig.

100 gig

Merit
MX Router

Omnipop
Router

Equinix
350 E. Cermak Rd., Chicago, IL

Level3 POP-600-W.
CIC Suite
600 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago IL
Merit
MX Router

Merit
Chicago
Fiber Ring

Merit
MX Router

4 x 10 gig
Merit
MX Router
4 x 10 gig

100 gig
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2 x 10 gig
Merit-Southfield
TMS

Merit-Chicago
TMS
Northwestern Data Center
710 N. Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago, IL

Merit Network
Jan. 2017

Community
Cyber Range

WIN Grant
– Hubs as “extensions”
Extended contracts:
• MEDC
• MiNG
• Wisconsin

Municipal Outreach

Professional Services
Network Design
Vendor Selection
Business Development

Research

GENI/Moxi
Decoy Routing
Autonomous Vehicles

Municipal Network
Internet Service
Backhaul
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BEYOND
FY2018:
Other Regional
Opportunities

OARnet
Fiber collaboration
Amazon
Columbus peering
BTAA
OmniPOP expansion to east coast
Ashburn exchange
ORION/NYSERNET
Interconnection expansion
Peering and Research exchanges Toronto and Manhattan
Any one of these opportunities will enable or increase
Cloud providers
Content providers
Research platforms and collaboration
Reduce reliance on Chicago

http://giglibraries.net/page-1712342

Additional Information
• NMU – Educational Access Network
• www.nmu.edu/ean

• Quello Center WILMA

• http://quello.msu.edu/research/wireless-innovation-for-last-mile-access/

• TV White Space

• https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/affordable-access-initiative/home
• http://giglibraries.net/page-1712342
• https://www.whitespacealliance.org/index.html

• Decoy Routing

• https://jhalderm.com/pub/papers/tapdance-sec14.pdf

NTNC Annual Meeting
July 2017
State Report – Montana
1. Awaiting changes with the PNWGP infrastructure
a. All set up now, using Internet2 and other in-state links, PNWGP infrastructure is
free/clear.
2. We are taking a new look at our other statewide links. Generally, we do see more
competition and better pricing.
3. Have developed our in-area relationships to the tune of more dark fiber, better shared
services, better teamwork in serving education.
4. Have connected Missoula County school district to U-MT, looking at what opportunities
that creates for both entities.
5. We are looking at the Internet2 planning in the context of both an institution within the
community and as an Internet2 connector.

NTNC Annual Meeting
July 2017
State Report – Nebraska
University of Nebraska
• Organization changes to align with one central IT department University wide. Still very
early in process. Will lead to many initiatives Infrastructure division staff will be working
on, for example; common network architecture, wireless SSID, user experience, etc.
• New identity management system (Sailpoint) currently being implemented.
• Research and implement a DDoS mitigation solution. Subscriber to Internet 2 DDoS
service – Zenedge. Premise Arbor Network environment to provide additional layer.
• Network Nebraska update; bandwidth needs, equipment refresh, architecture changes.
Complete the largest Network Nebraska circuit change-over in the history Network
Nebraska.
• Create a new Monitoring and Alerts team.
• Implement new network equipment to rebuild DWDM fiber ring between Lincoln and
Omaha.
• Establish a link to KanREN (member-based consortium providing Internet and network
technologies to research, education, and public service institutions).
• Become a member to Quilt (a national coalition of advanced regional networks for
research and education).
• Collaborate with Network Nebraska partners to host equipment used for disaster recovery
or production in some cases.
• Multiple University of Nebraska-Lincoln Research and Extension sites upgraded to
improve bandwidth needs.
• Nebraska Platform for Advanced Wireless Research
• Midwest Roadside Safety Facility, part of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, is a
research organization with a main focus of researching all aspects of highway design and
safety

NTNC Annual Meeting
July 2017
State Report – South Dakota
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT to NTNC
1. GPN Network
a. Completed review of communications documents and strategies with MNS3, a consultant
company out of Lawrence. Deliverables included a new ‘GPN Brand; About GPN handout,
new website, revamped/new communications documents including Powerpoints, “what is
GPN” handouts, campus visit packets, etc
b. Approx. 80% of NetFlix traffic goes to GPN since NetFlix cache installed at GPN
c. DDoS for Internet2 – Implementing the Internet2 DDoS Service (Zenedge is the provider
through I2). GPN is the contracting entity for our members
d. GPN discussing connecting GPN member HPC centers at high speed (100G) – Implementing
something similar to the Pacific Rim Research Project (PRPC) and funding one Fiona node in
each GPN State.
e. GPN will have a booth at the upcoming SC17 Conference where Members can use the booth
for presentations, meetings, etc.
f. GPN has a project underway to explore the feasibility of connecting to networks that are
adjacent to our footprint.
g. ENCITE Grant (Enabling CyberInfrastructure via Training and Engagement – $129,880
i. 2 yr. CCDNI network grant from NSF to work with member universities on preparing
better proposals to NSF – August 2014 to August 2017
ii. There are a series of webinars currently being offered to help campuses prepare their
proposals for the upcoming CC* solicitation
iii. Greg Monaco (GPN Director for Research and CI Initiatives) visited Black Hills State
University to assist with campus cyberinfrastructure planning. He met with staff,
faculty and toured research facilities.
h. Search for new Executive Director
2. SD REED Network Planning
a. Implemented in 2008
b. Includes 6 public universities, 3 university centers, BOR, BIT, SURF, EROS Data Center
c. Growth of Data Demands
i. In 2011 EROS sent the equivalent of the entire Library of Congress every 9 days.
ii. In 2016 EROS sent the equivalent of the entire Library of Congress every 6 hours.
d. 100G Upgrade
i. Phase 1 – Upgrade BIT routers to support 100G (Completed 2016)
ii. Phase 2 – Upgrade N-S path between Bellevue, NE and Aberdeen, SD (Estimated cost
$2.5M)
iii. Phase 3 – Upgrade rest of REED network
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e. Upgrade will make backbone 100G capable in edge and aggregation routers. Received
$1.25M from SD Legislature in FY16
i. Getting quote to upgrade fiber equipment (SDN)
ii. Plan for SDN equipment upgrade in FY17. May extend to FY18
iii. Ongoing discussion with GPN and Northern Lights on when to go 100G
f. Phase in N-S route at 100G first to handle transit and backup for partners
g. Connect Universities to 100G as they request
h. Redundant paths to universities implemented in FY15
3. Commodity Internet
a. Upgraded Commodity Internet to 15G
b. Currently paying approximately $2/meg.
c. We now have DDOS (Distributed Denial Of Service) protection by the service provider
Midco. This service is included as part of the commodity internet service.
4. SURF (Sanford Underground Research Facility)
a. Funded by Department of Energy
b. Extensively built out at 4850 foot level called the Davis Campus
c. 3 major experiments generating large quantities of data with over 200 scientists
internationally interested in sharing data.
d. The Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility, home to the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment,
will send particles 1,300 kilometers (800 miles) through the earth from Chicago to a miledeep detector in South Dakota.
On Friday, July 21, a new era of physics in the United States will officially begin.
That’s when a group of dignitaries will join scientists, engineers and others from the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, the Sanford Underground
Research Facility and their partners around the world nearly a mile under the earth to break
ground on a massive global physics experiment. Once the first shovel full of earth is turned,
crews will be ready to excavate more than 800,000 tons of rock—approximately the weight of
eight aircraft carriers—to create huge underground caverns for the assembly of enormous
particle detectors, all to better understand a mysterious particle called a neutrino.
5. Collaboration
a. perfSONAR
USD has operated perfSONAR since 2013
i. We deployed 6 additional nodes as part of our 2014 NSF CC*IIE award
ii. Vermillion Campus: In collaboration with Interet2 USD is implementing a small-node
intra-campus perfSONAR deployment with plans to expand to a probe in each
network closet on the Vermillion campus
iii. South Dakota REED Core Network: In partnership with SD BIT, USD is deploying
and managing a state-wide perfSONAR deployment including nodes:
1. Eastern Network Core
2. Western Network Core
3. SDBIT Data Center
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iv. USD operates a web dashboard displaying test results from measurement hosts around
the state.
6. USD Science Engagement and Facilitation of Research Computing Technology
a. Hosting annual “Intro to Supercomputing” and “Supercomputing Welcome Wagon” seminars
annually beginning fall 2016.
b. Globus deployed in 2016
c. K12 Outreach
i. Science Olympiad
ii. Sanford Science Day
iii. Neutrino Day at Sanford Underground Research Laboratory (SURF)
iv. Lawrence Brothers Science Camp
v. Governor’s Camp
d. HPC Science Gateway Portal
7. SDSU Activity
a. VOIP Implementation
i. Working with local telco to provide campus wide VOIP services
b. Forklift Network Upgrade (100 Gig)
i. Delivery and installation of equipment is currently underway
ii. 100 gig Core
iii. 40 gig Sub Core
iv. 10 gig Access Layer
c. In Room Wifi for Residence Halls Implementation
i. In Room Wifi pilot successful moving towards complete implementation.
8. Grant Activity
a. USD $500,000 USDA Rural Distance Learning and Telemedicine Project
The University of South Dakota ITS and Division of Health Affairs seeks $500,000 in
funding from USDA to enable interactive HD video communication to enable curriculum
enhancement and promote Rural Health engagement in adopted rural communities.
b. USD $200,000 SD Board of Regents R&D Innovation
The University of South Dakota ITS in collaboration with the College of Arts & Sciences
proposes to acquire, deploy and maintain a modern high performance computing (HPC)
cluster to enable the next generation of computationally assisted research at USD.
c. USD NSF MRI $505,000 procurement and installation of new supercomputer
d. USD $200,000 NSF CC* South Dakota Data Store a modular, affordable platform to enable
data-intensive research and education.
e. SDSU NSF MRI - SDSU $904,081.00 for high-performance computing. (Conversation with
Program Director)
f. SDSU $323,524 NSF Completion of a Next Generation Sequencing Data Generation and
Analysis Pipeline: Acquisition of an Illumina NextSeq 500 to Support Life Science Research.
Builds 10 gig circuit from campus to research park
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WI NTNC Updates

• Regional fiber/transport updates
• BOREAS-Net added a 2nd 500Gbps layer
(now a 1.2Tb network)
• BTAA (formerly CIC) OmniPop considering
adding 10yrs to existing 20yr metro Chicago
IRUs (must decide/contract with Level3
before CenturyLink acquisition late Aug ‘17)

WI NTNC Updates
• UW-System Network updates
• UW / AT&T relations improving
• UW-System applying for FCC Rural Healthcare
subsidy ($7MM over 3 yrs) to subsidize statewide
network (similar to AREON (U-AR) Network)
• UW-System Network participating via OmniPoP
in Internet2 DDoS service pilot
• UW-Madison adding 2nd 100Gbps circuit to Chicago;
separating research & academic/admin traffic

BOREAS-Net & UW-System Network 2017
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Kansas City, MO

Chicago
710 N. Lake
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WI NTNC Updates
• State of WI BadgerNet deployment
• 6,10,20,50,100Mb, 1, 10Gbps service options
• Rollout behind (was to be done 12/2017; now ?)

